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ABSTRACT

Tha objective of this group was to as*m*»
tha opportunities for experiments on tha K
system over tha next faw yaars. This :
nacaaaitatad evaluating tha impact of racant \
experimental and thaoratical activity on tha I
motivation for this work, adducing tha '
cachnical lesaons of tha experiments,
projacting tha experimental techniques toward
futura affortj, and reviewing tha facilitiaa '
at which futura experiments might ba carried j
out. By and larga wa triad to indicata tha j
ganaral directions in which wa faal futura ,
efforts will ba most productiv«. Mora i
detailed attantion is givan to cartain casas
which sacm to us particularly promising. '

MOTIVATION " !

Although studies of tha K systam hava
probably contributed as much as any to tha
Standard Modal, tha priaary motivation to tha j
lataat round of experiments has bean tha ;
prospact of going beyond the Modal. There are i
a number of experimentally tractable K decays !
whose obsarration would unambiguously signal
the existence of new physics. Thar* ara also
several lass exotic nodes whose Standard Model
contributions ara orders of magnitude below
the currant experimental limits. If these
wara seen at level clearly higher than tha
Standard Model prediction, they too would
decisively signal new physics. What i« more,
almost all of the theoretical attempts to
extend or replace the Standard Model predict
or enhance these decays at some level. For
example, one approach thae waa quite popular
in the period during which the current round
of experiments was proposed was that of
extended Technicolor which both remove* tha
need for spontaneous symmetry breaking and
explains the tension aasa-scala. Technicolor
models predicted that lepton flavor-violating
decays such as K°L-»}ia would occur at levels

£10~9. A crude idea of tha scale being probed
by experiments sensitive to this particular
decay is given by the relationship BR/10"' -
(20 TeV/Hh.^y)1/* (assuming that all
couplings ara equal to g). Since BR
sensitivities down to 10"11 are possible from
the current round of experiments, mass scalea
of > 100 Tev can be probed.

In the case of CP-violation, the
motivation waa somewhat different. It waa
realised in the late 70's that the Standard
Modal with three generations implied
CP-violating phenomena that are not consistent
with the previously all-explaining but
intellectually unsatisfying superweak modal.
Although experiments with the potential to
demonstrate these effects looked very
difficult, the prospect of finally making
progreas on the long-standing mystery of
CP-violation'tempted a number of groups into
action. Most of the efforts focussed on K-»2*
decay.

Recently the motivation in both areaa has
undergone significant evolution. The lepton
flavor-violation experiments h*ve soaked up
the "easy" orders of magnitude or sensitivity
and shot down the original Technicolor target.
Theorists, never at a loss, have released
Technicolor from its shackle to the
experiments. At the moment there does not
seem to be a conspicuous theoretical target
for lepton-flavor violation, although moat new
models continue to predict it in a generic
fashion. Since -ha mass-scale probed goes
only aa the 1/t power of the branching ratio
aenaitivity, conaidarable experimental
advances are required if significant progress
is to be made. Recent experimental experience
suggests that beyond a BR sensitivity of
10~"such advances will require new
techniques. This may make such experiments
relatively less attractive than some of the
other possibilities discussed here, of
course, if theorists come up with a
well-motivated, specific target not too far
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i beyond tha currant limit this all changes.
Moreover, it should always be kapt in aiind
that a positive rasult froai tha currant round
of experiments is quita possible and would
drastically change tha context for this sort
of work.

Tha activation for tha suppraasad dacay
modas haa also undergone significant avolution
sinca tha currant round of axparinants was
propoaad. For example, the discovary of tha
long b-quark lifetime and of large b-b mixing
hava permitted pradictions of K*-***wt with
lass uncertainty than was previously possibla.
This allows a elaanar interpretation of any
anomalously large rasult of this branching
ratio. In addition tha list of exotic
candidates for the x in K+-MC+X continues to
grow aa theorists exercise their imagination.
Tha case of K°Ii-»c

0«a which attracted such
attention in our subgroup is more complicated.
Once again, significant improvements were madn
in our knowledge of the short distance
contribution to this dacay, but if anything,
situations regarding tha long distance
contribution has recently become more
confusing than ever, we can still be
confident that a branching ratio much larger
than 10~10 betokens new physics, so that a
window of at least a factor 100 still exists.
As the various windows are closed by current
and naar-future experiments, the interest in
these decays evolves from new physics jackpot
to Standard Model study. One can atill search
for new physics but now one has to do it by
making detailed comparisons with Standard
Model prediction, rather than by sudden
dramatic discovery. The particular nature of
the interest in these decays will be strongly
influenced by the outcome of the present round
of CP-violation experiments. If the NA31
rasult is not confirmed, and tha Standard
Model explanation of CP-violation remains
problematical, nodes such as K°L-nfi»» wherein
large direct CF-violating effects are
predicted will be of forefront interest. If
the NA31 results is confirmed then K°L-*ic0ee
and its sister modes will be viewed more
symmetrically witb K*-»x+w> as arenas for
determining Standard Model paraasters such as
KM angles. These decays have the virtue with
respect to K-»2s, that there is no unknown
hadronic matrix element to be calculated
before the KM parameters can be meaningfully
constrained.

LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION SEARCH

There have been four recent/on-going LTV
searches, three searching for K°L-t|io <AGS E780
and E791, and KEX E137), and one seeking
K+-Mt+li*e~ (AGS £7771. The most sensitive of
each category now has data on tape sufficient
to reach sensitivities of - 2x 10"10. These
decaya are kinematically v«ry well-constrained
and so far the experiments do not appear to be

background limited. In fact the
experimenter* are reasonably confident that
this will remain true to at leaat the 1 0 " u

level. Difficulties are more serioua in the
area of trigger rates and reconstruction
efficiency. These experiments have had to
deal with chamber singles in the region from
several MHx to several tens of MHz. Counter

' plane singles over 10 MHz were alao
encountered. E7S0 and E777 ran at or near
rate limits. £137 and especially E791 could
have run somewhat faster. In E777 eliminating
subsidiary triggers and other minor ,

improvement* would allow a factor of 2 or so :
in rate-taking capability, and that an
improved beam could reduce the rates/incident
K* by a factor of ten or twenty. This would
allow a measurement at the 10"11 level to be
made. The rates observed in E7S1, although
high in an absolute sense, are within a factor
of 2 of being totally attributable to K

. decays. The experimenters are proposing to
run in conditions which will increase the
instantaneous flux of useful K°L. and
therefore, moat probably the instantaneous
rates in general, by a factor of -C. With
improvements in running efficiency, and

, increased running time, this would allow them
to get to <-3x 10"11 sensitivity in the next
running period. The flux available to go
beyond 10*11 will be available at BMt when the
AGS Booster comes on line (-1991). At this
point, horoscope plane rates will likely be in
the neighborhood of 200 MHz. If such rates

. could be handled, and modest improvements in
background rejection made, a Stretcher +
increased running/year would allow the
sensitivity to be further improved by a factor
-5 to the near 10"12 level. For couplings

. equal to tha electroweak, this B.R.
corresponds to a masa scale of -200 Tev,
comfortably above what can be directly
accessed by the SSC. Progress beyond this
point msy require a new approach. For
example, rejecting the random background due

1 to coincident K.,3 and K ^ decay will require
, vetoing in an environment approaching tha Ghz
. level. Further discussion of the problem* of
i extrapolating this experiment is given in the
accompanying paper by HcFarlane and Cooper and
in the Los Alamos and TRIUMF It Factory

' proposal*.

/ N* next consider K+ -»K+UU. This mode, or
I rather this topology (since the u and u can be
! replaced by any undetectable light objects) is
: a lightening rod for new phyaics of various
, sorts.11 The present BR upper limit2' of
l.'xlO'7 is at least two orders of magnitude
above the Standard Modal prediction for this
proceaa (currently3' l-» x 10* 1 0). This
window for new physics is expected to be
completely exploited by the one currently
running experiment of this type, AGS E787*>

' In the absence of new non-standard physics,
', this process can be calculated with relatively



I littla uncertainty in tans of tha KM angles
; and top quark mass (estimates by tha theorists
i present at Snowmess of this uncartainty ranges
froa 10-35%). Thus, if nothing new is found,
tha motivation for futura axpariMnts of this
typa will dapand on our atata of knowledge of
tha Standard Modal parameters. Tha
constraints on tha KM paramtats which such a
measurement can yiald than coapare favorably
with thoaa obtainabla froa sourcaa such at M
mixing, exclusive a dacay, ate. To ba usaCul
in this context, depending on tha actual valua
of tha M , ona would naad sanaitivity laval.

This ia no maan task, however, since
conparad to tha other dacay modes wa ara
conaidaring, K+-»it+w> has a vary poor
signatura. Thar* is no kinematic constraint,
so that ona is thrown back on particla
identification and vatoing. Fortunately,
known sources of «*'s emerging from K* decay
are limited to moment* below 205 Mev/c (the
recoil momentum from K+ -*x*ifl). The
signature is than such a tc+ unaccompanied by
any other particle. The necessity for
excellent vetoing and particle i.d. push one
towards a stopping K* geometry. At low
momenta relatively intense and pure K+ beams
are obtainable, and the stopping geometry
facilitates both high vetoing efficiency and
high geometrical acceptance. Fig.l shows tha
E787 apparatus. This detector features nearly
hermetic gaana and charged particle vetoing
and -50% geometrical efficiency.

Figure 1: The E787 Spectrometer

Since E7B7 is somewhat behind the other
BHL experiments, having just ended its first
real data run in Hay, extrapolation froa its
experiencea is correspondingly less certain.
E787 took the equivalent of about ten days
worth of data, nominally enough to reach a few
x 10"8 sensitivity if there are no problems
with background. Raising the beam rate to tha
maximum allowed (-7 x 10*2 pot), reducing
various inefficiencies, and making slight
improvements in triggering, this detector
should be able to reach a sensitivity below

i XO"9 in a year or two. since the yield of
' usable stopping K'a has proved to be about
! half of what was originally anticipated <-

150K/5 x 1012 pot instead of 300K), a beaa
' upgrade will be needed to reach the

experimental goal of 2xlO"10 sensitivity. If
j the acceptance of the ltSB-l (the beam used by
{ E787) were increased to equal that of the
: LESB-2, the K* flux would be expected to
triple. If some of this increase could be

• traded in for improved beam purity (there are
I currently 2x+|i/K> one could hope to find an
optimum wherein the K* is doubled, but the

< total beaa rate only rises by 50%. Since the
: singles rates in E787 seea to be proportional
1 to the number of p's and R's incident on the
! degrader (a BeO cylinder used to slow the X+1s
froa -tOO MeV/c to -300 Mev/c so that they can
be stopped in a scintillator target), the

. corresponding increase in single rates could
; probably be eccosnodated with ainor
! improvements in the electronics.
f '

' How could the sensitivity be improved
: beyond -10"10 in tha future at BNL or another
facility? As in almost every case, the
simplest iaprovamant is just to run more

; week/year. At present the BNL AGS is

underutilized in this respect by at least a
, factor 2. Second there is a potential
improvement in the duty factor by at least a
factor 2.S (say st BNL via a stretched which
like the utilization factor would not put

• additional demands on the instantaneous rate
| capability of the detector. One could again
j be in the same position vis a vis
; instantaneous rate, with a total improvement
! in sensitivity of a factor -5. This would
I bring tha statistical sensitivity to a few x
, 10"11 level, whereas the background rejection
i of E787 was designed to be sufficient for
2xlO*10. It is not yet clear whether much
improved background rejection could be
attained without a major upgrade to the
detector. The observed x° rejection
capability has proved to be -SxlO"6 *a opposed
to the 10"5 assumed in the proposal background
estimates. The effectiveness of other
background rejection modalities (mainly auon
rejection through comparisons of range,
momentum, and energy, and through following
the iqie decay chain with transient
digitizers51 is still under study.

To get beyond the few x 10~11 level, one
is forced to take an increase in instantaneous
rates and a detector superior to that of E717
would certainly be necessary. At a Boosted
and Stretched AGS, the K flux required to get
to -10"11 would be available, at instantaneous
rate - six times higher than those which are
now faced. Fluxes sufficient to get to -10~12

would be available at K factories such as
proposed by TRIOMF and LAHFF.

Reaching the level of 10*12 would entail
the challenge of dealing with instantaneous
rates 50 tinas higher than in the current

J



experiment. This is vary serious for an
experiment which naads to vato on 1 MaV
visible photon energy. At tha nowant (say for
ISO Kstops/pulse), this antails -10* d«»d tima
for t t 10 naae vato gata. Clearly, one
cannot turn up tha Mick bayond a factor 10
without improving tha timing. This is not as
aasy as it might seem sinca on* naads -< 10"3

inefficiency in rejection of high anargy
photons. To avoid compromising this rajaction,
tha vato gata m a t be > ± 3.5a in axtant, and
if thara ara non-Gauasian tails on tha time
distributions it oust ba longer still!
Putting transient digitizers on all vato
channels could help here.

High rates also imperil the ability of
the detector to identify pions through their
decay chains since a auon can be "promoted" to
a pion via an accidental which deposits -3 Mev
within a few t^+ of the muon's stop. This
method of onion rejection must not only be
maintained in tha face of increased rates but
actually must be upgraded in order to keep
pace with the inproved sensitivity being
sought. The problem can be addressed via
increased segmentation. E787 has -ZOO pion
stopping /counters in the region of primary
sensitivity. This could be increased by an
order of Magnitude in a future experiment, if
funds were available. At present the
effective segmentation of the detector is
increased by a factor -5 since the range stack
elements are read out on both ends, allowing
and to end comparisons of tiaing and FH to
identify non-local accidentals. This factor
could be enlarged if light collection, pats,
cables, and electronics were upgraded. The
second pai discrimination technique, comparison
of p-T-R (momentum-kenetic energy-«ange>,
would alao be inproved by greater segmentation
of the range counters (better determination of
R) as well *a by enhanced light collection
(better determination of T). This technique
could be further improved by increasing the
magnetic field imposed on the drift chamber
from the i T of E7»7 to the perhapa 2.5 T a
super:cnducting magnet could provide. The
raw- .'.urn resolution, currently -2.41 at 200
MeV/c, could be improved to <- 1%, to great
benefit. The pion trajectories, currently
mainly radial, would become largely azimuthal,
allowing a thinner range array and a smaller
apparatus overall. The «° rejection could be
improved, perhaps as much as an order of
magnitude by replacing the current
lead-seintillator sandwich shower counters by
a fast scintillating crystal such as BaF2 or
pure CsZ. Finally, many potential backgrounds
arise because the stopping is* and tha outgoing
x* must pass through the natarial of the
stopping target. The imaging target of E787
is constructed of -400 bundles of 6 2mm
scintillating fibers epoxied into triangular
cluster*. Given sufficient funds, a
demultiplexed version of this target with 2om
(or even finer) granularity could readily ba
constructed. Future progresa in scintillating

I fiber fabrication technique* should allow
targets with negligible dead material (tha

1 E787 target has 25% dead material). tn sum,
perhaps more than in the case of any of the
other popular rare decays, techniques for
improving the detection of IC*-»JC+UU lie within
the reach current or near-future technology.

CP VIOLATION

The study of CP violation can still only
' ba done within the X system. Perhaps tha nest
! decade of experiments with B mesons will yield
new information on this phenomenon but foe
much of the nest decade we will have to make
whatever advances we can through more
precision experiments within the Kaon aysteta.
Here we summarize the exciting situation
which exists today in the two pion decay and
the possible directions experiments vill take
over the next several years. Studies making
use of initially pure K° and K° will soon be

' underway. Alao CP violation in the three pion
i decay will also likely be seen in the next
decade. A discussion of the (rare) and CP

; violating decay Kt-> tfi e
+ a" is given in

the following section.

CP Violation in Two Pion Decay

The CEHN and Fermilab experiments study
CP violation through observations of the
decaya of neutral K mesons to two pions. More
specifically these experiments address the
issue of whether or not CP violation is
confined to AS - 2 interactions, as the
Superweak Model predicts.

Recall that tha physical neutrel kaon
states <*i,,s> *r* alnost, but not quite, the
CP eigenstates ( l^tCP • +1J, K2[CP - -1) ) .
Specifically the KL is: KL - K2 + CK^
where t - 0.002. The CP mixture of the K°
states results from a small T violation in the
AS » 2 process X°<—>K° allowed by second
order weak interactions. Until quit* recently
all observations of CP violation could be
accounted for by the single parameter t
describing this imbalance. This is the
prediction of the superweak model. There is
also a parameter describing AS -1, or
"milliweak* CP violation. e\ which is
predicted to be small but non-zero in many
models of the electroweak interactions. The
usual definitions :

i T|oo - AmpC KL-> tflifi) I Amp(Ks->

{expressed in terms of e and c' are:

I
\ >k_ »e +e ', and loo "' ~*e
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Since tha phaaaa of t and t ' i n nearly
equal, a test of tha equality of I1*_t
»t i* a test for AS "1 CP violation and we
can write:

t'lt - 1/6 (J-

This is the essential strategy of both the
CERN and Farmilab efforts.

A number of calculations predict €lt >
+0.002, so one is looking for deviations from
unity of the quantity IWpn/1 , r of lens than
about one percent—statistics and systeaatics
are crucial.

The most tantalizing result in over 20
years of CP violation studies comes from NA31
with the first report of direct CP violation
at the three standard deviation level and
comfortably within standard model ranges. The
group's result is t'lt - 0.0033 +/-0.0011, where
the statistical and sytamatic contribution to
the error ara nearly equal.'1 This result
awaits further confirmation from within that
group and from the Fermilab experiment E731.
NA31 haa recently finished a run and has plans
to continue. Their result is based on
approximately 10OK observed KL -> 2*° events.
E731 has collected 300K of these events and
they are undec analysis at this tine. An early
rasult from that experiment gave t'lt • 0.0032
+/-0.0028(statistical) and +/-Q.0012
(sytematic) .7)

Three things can happen: If t'lt is nearly
0.003 that will be confirmed to roughly 5
standard deviations with the data in hand at
E731 and NA31 and the case is closed—at
least, that is, until the theoreticians are
able to calculate the hadronic matrix elements
needed to describe the process. On the other
hand if the results converge at a value less
than about 0.002 or if NA31 and E731 disagree
we are likely to see new initiatives.

The experiments use quite different
techniques and therefor* must deal with
different sytematics, as well as some conaom
ones. Both use double ratios to minimize
systematic effects, but briefly, the
differences are (for more details see
Reference * and 7 ):

NA31 uses a single beam detects charged
and neutral decays simultaneously and K3 and
KL in separata runs. The decay region is SO
meters Ion;; K3 ara produced at different
locations within this region by a moveable
target truia, approximating a "flat "
distribution in decay vertex postion to
lessen acceptance effects. The heart of tha
detector is a liquid argon calorimeter used
for both charged and neutral events and PWC's
and a TRD fot the charged mode. The
resolution in the neutral mode is quite good ,
in the charged rather poor (there is no

magnet) requiring stringent offline cuts.
Because the K3 and KL are detected at
different times the detector Bust bo stable
and wall monitored.

E731 uses two incident Kt beams, one with
a regenerator to make Ks and detects both K,
and KL decays simultaneously. The detector
uses a drift chamber magnetic spectroaeter and
a lead glass calorimeter. A subset of the £731
data was taken with all four Modes—charged,
neutral, long and short collected
simultaneously. Rate effects (accidentals)
and spectroaeter gain drifts with time are
closely monitored but largely cancel because
of the siaulataneous triggering on Ks and KL

decay*. Scattering of kaons in the
regenerator from on* beam to another and
backgrounds (already below 0.5%) in the
KL->2s° will probably limit the ultimate
sensitivity of this spectrometer to the
statistics currently in hand.

If t'lt is larger than 0.002 we will know
that within 2 years. To push our
understanding below say .001 will require new
spectrometers and probably new bcaalines. A
next generation E731 detector would require a
higher resolution electromagnetic detector to
further improve background levels and allow an
analysis of the data in individual momentum
and proper time bins further reducing the
systematic effects of acceptance corrections.

Bath the NA31 and the E731 IE773) groups
have taken or will take data to measure the
phase difference AA>Arg(i)+.) -Arg (T|QQ) which
currently is inconsistent with CPT by two
standard deviations. NA31 is analyzing thair
data now and E773 is scheduled for running in
1990. we make too comments on the effects of a
confirmed violation of CPT."

CP violation in Three Pion Decay

Fermilab experiment EG21 is analyzing
data f roa a measurement of the parameter
which in analogy to the two pion case is
defined as:

Amp(Ks-> X+lTifl) I Amp(KL->
**«-«?).

By collecting three pion decays in a V
spectrometer close to a kaon production
target, the experimenters look for a saall
interference between the KL and K5 decays as a
signal of CP violation in the ic+JOt0 decay
mod*. Acceptance corrections are crucial for
the expected value of i l ^ i i ^ i 0.002 ,
and the acceptance for Ks decays is monitored
by simultaneously collecting the more copious
CP conserving Kt->«+«"«°decays from a aacond
target located upstream of the Ks target.
Based on approximately 100,000 observed three
pion decays froa a run in 1984 the group



reports preliminary values of I1+_oi - 0.022 t
0.02J and •+_<> - -39° ± 80°. 9) Thia is
approximately ona otdac of magnitude of
improved sensitivity over previous publishad
results. It is also ona order of magnitude
away froa the axpactad signal. In hand and

! undac analysis are approximately 3 million
I events froa the 19(S run which should give a
: statistical iaprovamant of ona order of
j ugnitude. The proponents have submitted a

letter of intent to build a new beaa and
! spectrometer to use a similar technique with
. factors of improvement of 2-3 in each of
several araaa: solid angle, decay volume

i increases, incident proton beam intensity, and
, spectrometer optimization, to push the
\ experiment to a precision of of 0.0005 or
roughly 20% of the expected value of

U

INTRODUCTION

CP Violation Studies froa Pure K° States

Starting in the Spring of 1989 the CP
1 0 1 collaboration at CERN Mill begin a

study of what Is hoped to ultimately be 1E13
proton anti proton annhilstiona at rast
yielding initial states of 1010 K° and K°

' respectively. Two and three pion decays a*
well as seaileptonic decays will be collected

• in a 4 pi detector with full particle
identification for complete reconstruction of
primary and secondary vertices. CP violation
appears as a rate difference between the

.process K°-> f and K°-> (CP)f. Expected
precisions on the parameter e'/cneaauremants

l is comparable to those of E731 and NA31 but
< with yet different systematic*--* help if the
situation remains cloudy for a few years.
Additionally the measurement programs include
1)4-0 a n d 1)000Mitn Precisions of 10"3 or less
on the magnitudes and about 1° on the phase
differences. Detection of low energy photons
from K and pion decays decays will be
particularly challenging for at rest K decays.

Muon Polarization in K|i3 and X->2|i Decay

While not discussed in detail during this
workshop, no discussion of CP violation
studies would be complete without mention of
searches for T or CP violation which could be
revealed in measurementa of the muon
polarization in either K|U or K->2|i decay. In
the case of searches for the transverse
polarization of the muon froa KJ13 decay the
most sensitive search to date probed the few X
10~3 level. Further reductions in both
statistical and systematic errors could be
pursued at either BNL or a K Factory. The
observation of longitudinal polarization of
the muon* in K->2(l would likewise signal T
violation. Polarizaations of order 10** to
10*3 a c a predicted in the standard model and
some extensions to it. Further improvemanta
in the Kp3 search seem quite possible and
polarization in K->2|i nay be in the provence
of upgraded BML experiments or K Factories.111

Much attention at this workshop has been
focussed on the procese K°t, •> »°e+e~ 12>
Like the LTV processes discussed above, thia
process is graced with an excellent signature.
At the levels tor which it has been Marched
so far (* few to~8> it has proved to be
relatively background free. As in the case of
K* •> n*w there is a Standard Model predic-
tion 1 3 ) two or three orders of magnitude
below the current upper limit on the branching
ratio 1 4l There- are many possible
varieties of new physics that could fall into
this window IS). One of particular interest
is the production of a new scalar, S, in
K0!, » i° * «, followed by 5 •> e+e" 16,17).

Since K°i, »> «oe*e" is CP-violating in
lowest order, if the Standard Model region can
be reached, interesting CP-physics will became
accessible. Thia is particularly true for two
reasons. First the direct CP-violating ampli-
tude is predicted to be of about the same size
aa the indirect CP-violating piece. This is
to be contrasted to the case of K° •> 2a,
wherein this ratio ia predicted to be more
like t/300. Second, unlike the 2s case the
prediction does not depend on a hard-to-
calculate hadronic matrix element. Unfor-
tunately, as discussed by the theorists at
Snowaaa, there is also a CP-conserving ampli-
tude mediated by two photons. The size of
this contribution is presently controversial,
but it may be comparable to the CP-violating
pieces 18-22'). m what follows, we
sketch out a method of extracting the CP-vio-

1 lating information froa this decay even in the
case where the CP-conserving amplitude ia
relatively large. Of course, if this
amplitude ia very email, as some theorists
maintain, it will be much easier to pull out
the CP information.

Disentangling the amplitudes

At fixed target proton acceleratora,
p-nucleus collision* create a K beaa which is
mainly K° with an admixture of K°. For the
purposes of exposing the essential physics we
will ignore this complication and assume wa
are dealing with a pure K° beaa. Including
the K° component ia straightforward but
.tedious and doss not change the results in a
qualitative manner.

He take

1

/I
1

/2



i and

<iroaelT|Ko> - — fe '^Vt

If this formula is integrated over tha
Dalit* plot, we gat simply 1/2 ft*,0 * it°aa)
e'Ts1. Thus a measurement at early times
detarninaa r(Kj: * * oe +e").

At tines » Tg , one gets

where A1.2

| Noting that Aj (CP-violating or higher
< order CF-conserving) is small compared with
I (CP-conserriag in lowest ordar) and that
[el - .0023, wa discard the eAj term.

I

Then,

2He
.-iC-t-Hs)tj]

Bafora proceeding, we naad sone more
dafinitions and simplifying assumptions.
First wa take A] to be raai, which is in
general "wot quite true. A{ and A2 are
functions of kinematic variables

K - MK e. • Ee+) andW 3 2Mĵ

A = 2M (E _ - B +). For future reference,

note that A,2 is an even function of K and
A '•*. we define the real constant » such
that the direct CP-violating amplitude for
K2° + n°ee is given by in lcJAj. The CP-
conserving ^-mediated amplitude for
K2° -> «°ee|Cp OQ.J, we call A 2 Y . HI
then have

Noting that e • l
« = rni,-i»s we get

+ inie|Aj.

le**/*. and setting

R<A.W,t> - yy j|A |

• Itl2 (1 + «2 + /2n) A2 + 2|cl

W 2 | « | (Aib, • * d l v ) A , } . > L *

where Aj D, and Ajj.Sp are respectively the
absorptive and dispersive parts of Aj Y,
i.e. A2y • *disp * i^abs*

Note that At ii proportional to a
function of W times ulk)pv(k'). A2y also
has a tern proportional_to ii(k)p(k'i as weM
as one proportional to ulk)v(k'). The latter
term is known to be very small as it is
helicity suppressed. The former term may also
be small, in which case the analysis of this
decay is much simplified, but at tha moment
the expected size of this term is contro-
versial so that we are not free to ignore it.
In tha lowest ordar 2Q1

Aab> « A u«k)pv(k')

disp
A . x a function of W.abs

The above implies that A«t>»2 a n d Adisp2

are each proportional to a"A,2 timer a
function of W (different in each case ) ,
define «^ , , , «disp> ca<w> Mni fd<w>
such that

.2 _ i i» I , , „ , _ is »2 .2
'ab.

• 2|e| »a[(in + eiir/4) A ^ l j e ' V

A* ST

A di .p"l e | 2 |fd(W) 'di.pl2 A?

and wa find, that in the KL region.

-4- • |c|

[[A,A2
.-Ht, .-ft.

Me now examine the three time regions
separately, starting with the *s region in
which

Rs(A.W,t) - 1 A
2 e"^*.

nz • /2B) + in *a!at A

Udi. P
 fdtH1 * *. f a ( W ) )

Note that the terms odd in A integrate to 0
over the Dalit* plot so that integrating:
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r,? * yjn(1

Thu» if r2-ri* non-negligible), without
othar msaaureaents n cannot ba extracted,
i.«., ona cannot juat make a measurement in
tha large t ration and laatn anything about
tha direct CP-violation.

Finally tha intarfaranca tarn is givan by

1 /2
«dl,p 4

-rt• (n + — • a 1 ( Oil »in6t} a
/I

Onca again, tha tans odd in A integrate to 0
ovar tha DalitI plot:

( — coast • (n • — i sinSt} e"1*

n n
Note that n can ba extracted froa tha

integrated formulae if all three tiaa regions
are measured. Assuming that r(Kg° * »0«+e")
• r(K+» * +e*e"), and that neither the direct
CP-violation nor the 2y tens is orders of
magnitude larger than the indirect (e) ten,
the Kg and Kj, contributions croaa at » 10
T_. One must be sensitive to times as
small as - 7 T . in order to get any sort
of measurement of r(Kg° • « ee). The large
t region must ba measured «*Bll enough to
subtract the contribution of the *'>&*
tens from that of tha interference ragion.
Figure 2 shows the time distribution under
various assumptions for the parameters, it's
clear that extracting the parameters froa this
distribution will require reasonably high
statistics., not easily achieved for a process
with branching rstio - N T 1 1 .

To improve the statistical power of the
experiaent, it is very beneficial to fit the
distribution RIA.H.t) without integrating over
the Delitx plot. Sehgal S.O) has pointed out
the possible large Oalit* plot interference
between the CF-vlolating and CT-conserving
contributions to Kt,0 * «°e+e-. Analysing
this interference as a function of tiaa should
constitute an efficient method of extracting
the critical parameters. For exaaple, in the
KS-KL interference region, one can
subtract symmetric points on the Dalits plot:

6 20
time (nsec)

Figure

Tiae distribution of ir°e+e~ for a baaa of 10ls

produced IS GeV Xa'; detected in an apparatus
with 10* acceptance between 6 and 2C nsec.

2!el A1 Udisp £d{W) c o«« t

aos
f. ( w ) »in6t)la e"rt

This allows the separata extraction of tha
absorption and dispersive part of the 2?
aaplitude. Knowing these then allows n to be
extracted.

Experimental Considerations

Detailed studies of CP-violation in K°L->
«Pe+e~ could benefit greatly froa sensitivities
(< 1O~13) not available at any operating
facility. However asre study is needed
before the feasibility of such an experiaent
event at a new facility can be assuaad. There
are two areas where reality aay intrude: high
detector rates and backgrounds. Maaaureaent

' of this decay will require both ealoriaetry
and tracking. Naive scaling of rates froa
'existing experiments suggests singles rates of
ordar 10 to 100 MHz par channel for a 10~13

experiaent. The required improvements are
large and may necessitate detector
breakthroughs. Background studies have been
performed for KL-* ifl%*%~ in preparation for



I experiments at BNL and KEK < and a proposad
: experiment at rermilab) with axpactad
, aanaitiviciaa between 10"10 and 10"11. It is
• believed that backgrounds can ba suppressed to
the 10"11la»al or below, although an

! experimental demonstration of thia is 2 to 3
I yesra away. Aa with rata problem*, it is not
I elaar without turthar study how difficult it
will ba to suppress tha backgrounds to tha
laval required for a kaon factory experiment.

• Several sourcaa of
grounds can ba liatadi

*e- back-

2.

Either of tha decays KL • . V .
0 or

KL * «°»° followed by »» Oalitz
decay or Y conversion, along with tha
appropriate number of Missing y's to
fake tha required topology,

KL - «av, with tha « misidentifled
aa an electron, along with 2 y's from
another Kr decay (usually0V)

3. KL * •evr, with tha » aisidentified
ae.««an electron, along with a y fro*
another Kt, decay,

4. KL * «°«ev, with tha charged pion
miaidantified as an electron,

5. KL * ir**"*
0, with double pion ais-

identi f ieation,

6. r.L * e
+e~Y, along with an addition-

al Y froa another Kj, decay, and

7. K L followed by e*e".

Consideration of its* (1), those sources in-
volving »° Dalits decay or y conversion, and
of course itesi (7), lead quickly to tha con-
clusion that events with •„. < a,!), where
met is the invariant akss of the ee pair,
must be rejected. The enact cut will depend
on experiaental details, but in general the
low ee aass region presents tntractible prob-
leas. The cut on the *° aass caoata roughly
25% loss in acceptance.

A detector capable of rejecting the re-
maining backgrounds aust have the following
attributest (1) large acceptance for observ-
ing photons, (2) good energy and position res-
olution for photons, (3) extremely good dia-
crimination between pions and electrons, and
(4) good timing of both charged particles rod
photons. A tracking system will ba required,
both to locate the decay vertex and determine
electron sign, but the tracking resolution
need not be extraordinary, sine* the errors in
reconstruction will generally be dominated by
the electromagnetic caloriaetry at kaon
factory energies (i.e., photon energies of a
few GeV).

we have not specified a detector, nor
performed calculations of acceptance,
senaitivity or background rejection. Meaning-
ful calculations of backgrounds at the 10~13

level are not simple. The beat strategy Cor
aaseaaing the feasibility of a Kj, * »°e*e"
experiaent at a kaon factory appears to be to
wait until the preaently planned experiments
at BNL and KEK accumulate some experience.

Related measurements - »°u*
The closely related process K°L *

»ou*u" affords an even larger window for new
physics than does K°t, -> *°e*e-. The
Standard Model expectation is smaller then
that of the latter process because of the
smaller Q-value. The current upper limit is
alao significantly higher^) '. Note also,
that once the mass of the Higgs allows it, the
decay H »> u*u" will completely dominate the
«t«- channel. The mass dependence of the
coupling which is responsible for this may not
obtaia in the case of non-standard Higgs, but
there is some prejudice that the u*iT channel
will dominate the e+e".

If the standard Model level can ba
reached, the CP physics mentioned above will
alao ba accessible. However the formalism
will ba more complicated because of the
persistence in the auon case of terms
proportional to powers of mt. This may make
the decay somewhat less promising than
K° -> «°a+e- for detailed CP-violation
studies, but if the theoretical controversy
regarding the aize of the two-gamma contribu-
tion to K ° L * »°1+1" has not been resolved,
even a crude measurement of M ( K ° L * »°u

+u~)
could be quite valuable.

The experiaental prospects for this decay
seea somewhat worse than those for
K°L •> v^e+e', at leaat at BNL energies. In
the electron case there are many more optiona
for particle i.d. in addition, tha copious

" •" decay is kinematically auchK°L
closer to rV

°- - wVe-.

•> w u+u~ than to
K°t, • »°e*e-. A study of the relative
probleas of tha muon and electron nodes at
higher energiea would be very welcome.

K°L -> A T

It was emphasized by the theorists at
this workshop that a measurement of thia
branching ratio would help decide among the
contending estimates of the CP-eonaerving
contribution K° L «> w°l*l". It would be
necessary to distinguish between predictions
which vary by about a factor of two, centered
near B".<K°t, •> * OTY> - '0"'. A rough mea-
surement of the two-gamma aass spectrua would
alao be very useful. FMAL E731 has the ata-
tiatical power to make these measurements and
is in the process of determining whether its



background rajaction la adaquata. If so, an
answar i* to ba expected in the next few
month*. If not, it Mould mat likely ba
possible to Mica these measurements in a
future FNAL experiment.

K new possibility

One of a* has pointed out •L4) hat the
decay K°i, -> ir°vv affords a vary new inter-
esting opportunity in K decay. This decay has
never been actively sought, and the Standard
Model prediction is of the order of a few *

: 10"1J, leaving a huge window for new physics.
Possibilities include new CP-violating
currents and K0

L •> «°S vhere S i* a new
scalar which either escapaa undetected or
decays into daughter* which do so. If the
Standard tixul level could actually ba reached
this decay would be of the utmost importance
to the study of CP-violation. It is easy to
show W ) that the indirect CP-violation in
this decay is expsctad to be thousands of
times smaller than the direct CP-violation.
This is to ba contrasted with the case of
K° L •> «

sl'*'l" where these contributions are
about equal. In addition there is no large
long-distance contribution a* in the charged
lapton case. Aa in the charged lepton analog,
there is no problematic hadronic matrix
element to calculate so that a measurement of
this branching ratio would give an unambiguous
determination of

Ms have not seriously taken up the
experimental problems of measuring this poor-
signature process, but can offer a few
remarks. The K° L flux necessary for • mea-
surement at the 10~12 level would probably ba
available at the upgraded facilities discussed
below. A guess at the current state of the
art in background rejection for such a process
is sere like 10~*. It is likely that this
measurement would benefit from higher energy
than is available at BHL or at K factories as
now proposed. Although this measurement is
extremely difficult, its ratio of interest/-
difficulty seems to us to compare favorably to
that of making detailed CP-violation studies
in B-decay.

FACILITIES FOR KAON EXPERIMENTS

Me consider the following types of
facilities for future experiments in the Kaon
system: the presently operating cadre, Che
present facilities with upgrades,»nd
completely new facilities. The presently
operating facilities are the AGS at BNL, TEVII
at FNAL, the KEX proton synchrotron, LEAK and
the SPS at CERN. In some cases (e.g., the ASS
Booster) upgrades relevant to K physics are
already in progress, in others there has been
serious discussion of such upgrad>i. New

facilities "' at which K physics can ba
pursued have baan proposed or at least
discussed by LANL (AW), TRIUHP (KAON), BNL
(AGS II), A European consortium (HEP), KEK
<JHF), and INR Moscow.

Presently Operating Facilities

The first question is whether current
facilities have been exploited to the fullest
possible extent for these experiments. Ke
ignore, for the moment, the question of
running time as a fraction of the year. At
the HO. ASS, £7Sl has used a <0 usr beam at
2.7S degrees to improve the sensitivity to
K°t-*tie to the 3x10"

l0 level. They have
proposed a aeries of improvements which would
allow them to improve their sensitivity by a
factor of 10 or more. These include running
the AGS at the full 21.5 GeV and cycle time of
2.S sec, improving the targeting efficiency by
about 10%, reducing the production angle to 1
degree, and most importantly, increasing the
average number of protons on the production
target from 3.1 to 8 X 1012 protons. At this
point, the beam available will be close to the
most intense X° L beam deliverable by the AGS

that is practical to use for rare decays.
This beam will contain about 2 x 10* K's/burst
and perhaps 1010 neutrons. In principle there
are a number of improvements which could bring
the number of K's/burst even higher, but these
tend to be unacceptable for political or
practical reasons. One could deliver about
SOt more protons to the production target, but
this would eliminate the rest of the AGS
program. One could run at 0 degrees, but this

- would make the n/K°L ratio, already marginal
at 1 degree, more than twice as bad. One
could increase: the beam angle, but this would
probably make it impossible to eliminate the
effect of neutron interactions on the
experiment. AGS £777 presently uses a t-GeV/e
charged beam containing - 2x10' K+/pulse.
Less than SI of the AGS intensity is needed to
produce this beam. The proponents of E777
envision a beam consuming an order of
magnitude more protons to produce > S times
more K* in a cleaner environment. THis would
allow an experiment at the 10"ll level, and
probably represents the maximum practical K+

flux usable in a rare decay experiment at the
AGS. AGS E7I7 sits at the end of the LE3B-1
which produces about 200K stopping JC+/7Tp on
target. This is not the most intense low
energy separated beam at MIL, however. The
LESB-2 produces about 3 times more K+, albeit
at a slightly lower energy. Thus one could
probably gat - 500K K* stops/pulse without
beggar ; the reat of the AGS program. One
can summarise the situation at the ACS by
saying that the exploitation of the machine
thua far has been between 1/3 and 1/10 of
maximum, and it is probably only a couple of
years from being fully exploited (note
however, that the maximum protons on target
cannot ba supplied to all the experiments at
once).



At present the KCX 12 GeV PS accelerates
up to 4 x 1012 protons per pulse at a
repetition rate of 2.5 sees/pulse including a
0.5 sec flat-top. About 3/4 of the
accelerated protons are availabla at tha
secondary beam lines after splitting the
extracted primary beam. E137, a search for
K°L-»iie decay, is currently using O.B-1.3 x
1012 protons on the target. Simultaneously
ona or two groups are using other secondary
beam lines. Next year the duration of the
flat-top will ba extended to 1.0 sec at a
repetition rate of 3 sees/pulse. In this
condition E1C2, which is a new experiment to
search for X 0

L-»Ae plans to use 4 2 x 10
12

protons/pulse on their production target.
This experiment will start in the winter of
198*. These experiments, which hope to get to
the few x 1 0 " u sensitivity level are probably
reasonably close to the limit of what can be
accomplished in rats K° L decay at KCX,
although there has been discussion of a new
beam to get even further. This summer
construction of a new experimental hall began.
In this hall at least two high intensity, low
energy charged K beam lines will be
constructed, scheduled to come online in tha
spring of 1990. Although designed for
hypernuclear experiments, they would probably
allow full utilization of KEK's intensity by
rare K+ decay experiments, if they could used
for this purpose.

Fermilab is likely at the 10~* level for
Kja->x"ee already, having a recent result of
BR< 4.2X10"' based on an anlysis of 20% of
their data. A new proposal from the group
aims at sensitivities of 10~10 in the first
stage of an experiment with the TeVatron Kj,
beam with an ultimate goal of 10"11.

LEAK can product 4 x 10"3 (X and X) per p
for 1013 (pp total) or 4 x 1011 kaons. This

' will allow experiments which compliment tha
: currant generation of CF-violation experiments
at other facilities. For rare decay
experiments, this flux will limit experiment*

j to sansitivity - 10"10. since no x dacay
experiments have yet been carried out there,

I it is hard to guess whether the flux can be
| fully exploited before experiments elsewhere
get beyond the 10"10 level.

Upgraded Facilities

One upgrade already under way is the
' Brookhaven AGS Boostar project. This will
I increase the available proton intansity by a
j factor 4. Soaa of this factor will be
absorbed in mitigating tha present AGS proton

I famine, but individual experiments at
j significantly higher instantaneous rates are
1 possible. Since, as discussed above, the
j experiments now experiencing the highest rates
iare still about one order of magnitude under

tha maximum which can be achieved at the AGS,

full axploitation of tha Boostad AGS would
imply an incraasa of -40 in instantanaous
ratas. This is a formidably factor and will
likaly raquira significant advancad in
technology. To go bayond tha sansitivity of
experiments at tha Boostar, it seems most
sensible to exploit tha availabla faetors
which do not raisa tha instantanaous ratas.
In recant years tha AGS has run only 15-20
weeks/year in tha slow axtractad node suitable
for K axpariaants. This could bm doubled
without interfering with maintenance or of
other uses of th« AGS such as heavy ion
acceleration. The incraasa in operating cose
of such additional running wo-.-Ld ba -70M/yr.
Tha other large availabla factor is that given
by tha duty cycle which at tha AGS is - .35.
This could ba brought to -1 by the addition of
a stretcher ring, at a cost of -S50M,
according to AGS staff estiaates. These seea
tha cost economical and certain steps toward
increasing the reach of K experiments in tha
near future.

Fermilab is likely to propose a new main
injector1" which would operate at 120 GaV for
slow spill with parhaps 2 x 1013 protons par 1
sac spill every 2 sec. This would bring FHAL
within a factor of 2 of the boosted AGS in low
energy Kaons/sec, and so allow comparable
opportunities. For soaa of tha experiments we
ara considering, the higher available X
energies might constitute a considerable
.advantage. In the case of FHAL too, it should
be kept in mind that maximal running time is
the surest path to improved sensitivity.

New Facilities

Me must temper our discussion of the
influence of possible future X experiments on
"kaon factories" with the observation that
these facilities esn study many other physics
topics, and that in fact the proposer* of soaa
of these facilities have emphasized that is
the requirements of non-K experiments that
drive the paraaetera of their proposals.

The proposed facilities are generally in
tha MfL AGS energy range but promise a large
increment in intensity over the present AGS,
as much as a factor of 100 for slow beam
running. With the advent of the AGS Booster,
this advantage will be reduced to a factor 25.
The most valuable piece of this factor is the
2.5 gained by implementing -100% duty factor
' since detectors do not have to increase their
. instantaneous rate capability to realize the
gain directly. As discussed above, this great
advantage to physics could ba realized by the
relatively low cost construction of a
stretcher at BHL. The advantage of the X
Factories would then be a factor of 10 on
roughly the saae time scale but at
considerably larger cost. Trading intensity

i for increased cleanliness does not seea
desirable for tha rara decay experiaents since



I ttia typical coat of a factor of 100 would
1 result In beams comparable to the present
ones.

: Regarding the spacific proposals for
jfutura facilities, a number of points need to
iba nada:
I 1. It is aajantial that tha smoothest

possible micro-duty cycla ba availabla.
I It haa to ba poaaibla to smooth out tha
i rf structure for vary high rate
' axpariaants which »ra bound to ba liadtad
• by accidentalj.

i 2. Efforts should ba made to insura
; that tha number of beamlines and sixa of
| tha experimental areas are adequate to
i meat the physics demands. These issues
j do not sees fully addraased in tha
1 present proposals. A high energy (low
1 production angle) neutral beam is a must,

particularly if the machine energy is 30
Gev.

3. For the purposes of detecting
in-flight K decays, it is not clear that
30 Gev is the perfect energy. The
acceptance of the recent rare K° L decay
experiments at BNL and KEK is peaked at
energies considerably high than is the
K° L spectrum, suggesting that higher beam
energy could be dealt with by currant

; techniques and would be an advantage. In
' addition certain experiments such as

those inTOlving multiple photon detection
or those which deal with K°s> favor
higher energy (so that tha most recent
examples of these have been run at FNAL
and CEKN, even though higher fluxes were

. available elsewhere). The whole question
of the optimum energy for a new facility
should ba reopened

4. To aasura that K factories offer
, clear advantagea over the modeatly

enhanced AGS outlined above, efforts
should be made to increase the K

: intensity proposed by up to a further
factor 10. This would allow the
tradeoffs of raw intenaity versus beam
purity mentioned above to pay off in
increased attainable senaitivity. One
compromise mig£t be a machine with an
intenaity of 300 uampa and an energy of
100 GeV. In the medium and high energy
regime, it would have requiaite incraaae
of K flux. Theae parameters would also
have many advantagea for much of tha
"other" physics that has been discussed
for these facilitiea.

5. K Factories are very costly so that
it is eaaential that they be fully
utilized. Therefore, there must be a
commitment to running as much of the year
as possible, preferably at least nine
months.

THE FUTURE OF K PHYSICS

In recant years the center-pieces of kaon
physics have been the lepton flavor-violation,
K* -»«w, and K°-»2jtexperiments. For the
latter, the future may already be here. For
K*-»«w there is a Standard Model target
which should be reached in the next few years
unless new physics intervenes. The same is
true of Kojt-tA*tT. The related process
K^-nQvv also has a SM target, which would be
extremely interesting, albeit extremely
difficult, to reach. It seems practical to
pursue the LFV experiments to the 10"11 level
without undue expense (i.e., without
completely new apparatus') but much beyond
this the going will become heavy and progress
will be at tha rate of H - BR-" toward no
{particular theoretical target. To push all
categories beyond the above-mentioned
sensitivities, the most certain and moat
economical approach is to increase the
fraction of tha year this kind of physics is
run, and where possible increase the duty
factor from -1/3 to 1. This would allow
several more years of pursuing K physics with
the very high value of money ratio auch work
haa enjoyed recently.

The optimum course for the longer term
depends on what is found in tha near future in
K physics and elsewhere. To tiki i concrete
example, imagine that K°4<BBe""is dbieVved at S
x 10"11. Many thaoriata will try to take
credit for predicting this. It would then
become extremely important, in order to sort
out the now interaction, to press the search
for K + ^ p * » I I I far as possible and at least
to the 10"" level. One would also push on
other LFV reactions, including those outside
the K systea (e.g., u->eT «t al.j. In tha
scenario, building a "classic* K factory would
become quite attractive. Dramatic discoveries
outside ITV might elicit quite different
responses. If there are no such discoveries,
then pursuing say K°L-nfill may compete with B
decays in exploring the KM parameter space.
In this case higher energy and much higher
intensity would be boons. The demands on
detector technology would be challenging, but
probably no more ao than in the attempt to
study CP violation in B decay.
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